Background. Blood pulsation affects the results obtained using various medical devices in many different ways. Method. The paper proves the effect of blood pulsation on intraocular pressure measurements. Six measurements for each of the 10 healthy subjects were performed in various phases of blood pulsation. A total of 8400 corneal deformation images were recorded. The results of intraocular pressure measurements were related to the results of heartbeat phases measured with a pulse oximeter placed on the index finger of the subject's left hand. Results. The correlation between the heartbeat phase measured with a pulse oximeter and intraocular pressure is 0.69 ± 0.26 ( < 0.05). The phase shift calculated for the maximum correlation is equal to 60 ± 40 ∘ ( < 0.05). When the moment of measuring intraocular pressure with an air-puff tonometer is not synchronized, the changes in IOP for the analysed group of subjects can vary in the range of ±2.31 mmHg ( < 0.3). Conclusions. Blood pulsation has a statistically significant effect on the results of intraocular pressure measurement. For this reason, in modern ophthalmic devices, the measurement should be synchronized with the heartbeat phases. The paper proposes an additional method for synchronizing the time of pressure measurement with the blood pulsation phase.
Introduction
Today, it is difficult to imagine a physician of any specialization without complicated equipment designed to perform different types of measurements in patients. It would be difficult or even impossible to perform a contemporary diagnosis without a series of measurements. On the one hand, doctors have more and more confidence in the results obtained from medical devices. On the other hand, there often exist simple methods for obtaining more accurate results and reducing measurement errors. These methods take into consideration blood pulsation phases. The impact of this element on measurements is strongly dependent on the anatomical and functional links between the blood pulsation and the measured parameter [1] . One of these groups of methods and medical devices includes Diaton transpalpebral tonometer, Dynamic contour tonometer, Goldmann applanation tonometer, and noncontact tonometers: Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA), Corvis ST, for measuring intraocular pressure (IOP), and other additional parameters [2, 3] . Corvis ST, owing to the Ultra-High-Speed Scheimpflug camera, can record corneal deformation which is the response to an air puff. The change in the blood pulsation phase during measurement affects the results in different ways. Moreover, measurement errors occur which result from nonsynchronization of the measurement moment with the blood pulsation phase [4] . The effect of blood pulsation on the results obtained in IOP measurement is well known [5] [6] [7] . The authors of work [6] , in particular, showed that the ocular pulse amplitude readings measured with dynamic contour tonometry in healthy subjects were not associated with blood pressure levels nor amplitude. It appears that the ocular pulse amplitude is strongly dependent on the time-course of the cardiac contraction. Both regulating mechanisms in the carotid system and scleral rigidity may be responsible for dampening the direct effect of blood pressure variations. Similarly the authors of work [7] confirmed, by means of experiments, that pulse amplitude, fundus pulsation amplitude, and pulsatile ocular blood flow depend on ocular volume and indicated that there is no reduction in the pulsatile component of ocular blood flow in the case of myopic patients. Accordingly, the relationship between axial eye length and pulsatile ocular blood flow seems to result from different ocular volumes. The research carried out by the authors in work [7] has important implications for the studies relating to pulse amplitude or pulsatile ocular blood flow. However, the dependence of the results obtained for a specific device, for example, the Corvis tonometer, is unknown. Currently, the Corvis tonometer allows for the measurement of a number of biomechanical characteristics of corneal deformation. These characteristics, whose dependence on the blood pulsation phase can vary, include the location of the first and second applanation, the size of flattening for the first and second applanation, the maximum corneal deformation, the maximum amplitude, and frequency of corneal vibration. On the other hand, the accuracy of measurement of these characteristics associated with the adopted image analysis and processing method is also vital. Various types of devices designed for detecting the corneal edge on a sequence of images from the Corvis tonometer can be applied here, ranging from Roberts, Sobel, or Prewitt filters to the Canny method or other profiled edge detection methods. The blood pulsation phase measurement itself can be also carried out with the use of various types of pulse oximeters corresponding to different types of absorption of radiation of two different wavelengths (red and infrared) by red blood cells in the capillaries. A variable component describes arterial blood absorbance and thus it is possible to calculate the degree of saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen. Therefore, the measurement of changes in the skin colour can be performed remotely without contact by means of laser light [8] or by analysing the skin image coming from the camera in visible light [9] [10] [11] .
Considering all of the above factors, the analysis of the impact of blood pulsation phases on the results obtained from the Corvis tonometer is practically interesting. In particular, the following issues are of interest:
(i) confirmation of the dependence of IOP on the blood pulsation phase,
(ii) quantitative assessment of the dependence of IOP on the blood pulsation phase, (iii) quantitative assessment of the dependence of 1st and 2nd applanation point, maximum corneal deformation, and amplitude of corneal vibrations for the frequency >100 Hz on the blood pulsation phase, (iv) indication of the scope of variation in IOP measurement for the lack of measurement synchronization, (v) creation of new analysis methods for images and signals from the Corvis tonometer and pulse oximeter allowing for automatic and reproducible measurement of the above parameters.
The obtained results of synchronization of IOP measurement moment and other corneal deformation parameters with the blood pulsation phase are shown in this paper.
Material
Eight thousand and four hundred corneal deformation images of the eyes of 10 healthy subjects were analysed as part of the study. The subjects ranged in age from 27 to 36 years and women accounted for 66% of the whole study group. Six IOP measurements using the Corvis ST (software ver. 1.2, Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany; resolution of 0.1 mmHg, measurement range from 1 to 60 mmHg) were performed for each eye (5 left and 5 right eyes) in different blood pulsation phases. For each series of 6 measurements per one patient, an attempt was made to carry them out evenly in the full range from 0 ∘ to 360 ∘ of the blood pulsation phase. A total of 60 results of IOP measurement were acquired (6 measurements for each of the 10 subjects). The exclusion criterion concerned patients who had ophthalmic surgery, heart surgery, hypertension, ocular hypertension, cardiac arrhythmias, bypass, and other diseases of the heart or were pregnant. A sequence of images of corneal deformation resulting from an air puff was acquired from the Corvis tonometer. The Ultra-High-Speed Scheimpflug camera, which is an integral part of the Corvis tonometer, enables us to register, within the time = 140, images with a resolution × = 200 × 576 pixels. Each th image was recorded every 231 s. The blood pulsation measurement was made with the Mindray PM-8000 Express (measurement range: from 0 to 100%, resolution of 1%, and pulse rate: from 20 to 254 beats/minute). The pulse oximeter was placed on the index finger of the subject's left hand. Multiple measurements of the same subject were carried out with minimum time intervals between successive measurements to prevent differentiation of the subject's pulse. All tests were carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki on healthy subjects with their free and informed consent at the Beijing Tongren Hospital. The ophthalmologist during tests started the measurement (and at the same time triggered an air puff) which was recorded and saved together with the blood pulsation phase (in the data from the pulse oximeter). Further analysis of signals and images was carried out in software designed by the author in Matlab (Version 7.11.0.584, R2010b, Java VM Version: Java 1.6.0 17-b04 with Sun Microsystems Inc.) with Image Processing Toolbox (Version 7.1) and Signal Processing (Version 7.2) on a PC running Windows 7 Professional, 64-bit with the Intel Core i7-4960X CPU @ 3.60 GHz and HDD 3.5 SATA III 2 TB.
Method and Results
The measurement method proposed by the authors consists of two phases:
(i) analysis and processing of images from the Corvis tonometer, which enables us to calculate biomechanical characteristics of the deformed cornea and IOP, (ii) quantitative assessment of correlation between the blood pulsation phase and measured parameters (mainly IOP).
Analysis of Corneal Deformation
Images. The analysis of corneal deformation images is related to an original method involving a series of operations performed on images from the Corvis tonometer. The input data, a sequence of images
: 2nd applanation point,
: frequency of corneal vibrations for the frequency >100 Hz, (5): intraocular pressure (read from the tonometer).
The block diagrams of the proposed image analysis and processing methods and feature measurement idea are shown in Figure 1 . Examples of values calculated for the features for different blood pulsation phases are shown in Table 1 . As is apparent from the presented table (Table 1) , the smallest changes and the smallest values of standard deviation of the mean (std) are visible for the feature (2) (the mean value of 21.54 ± 0.11 ms, ±0.51%, for a confidence interval < 0.3) and for the other features: (1): 7.47 ± 0.16 ms (±2.1%), (3): 1.04 ± 0.03 mm (±2.8%), (4): 416 ± 10.7 Hz (±2.5%), and (5): 15.25 ± 0.61 mmHg (±4.0%) for < 0.3 Student's -distribution (an IOP unit was adopted in accordance with the units in tonometers). Detailed mean values of individual features for 10 subjects are shown in Table 2 . The second measurement concerns correlation of the measured features with the subject's pulse phase (feature (6)). of pulse changes with a resolution of 1%. The impact of blood pulsation (the phase impact) on corneal biomechanical measurements performed using the Corvis tonometer was measured on the index finger of the subject's left hand. This corresponds to the typical placement of the pulse oximeter during hospitalization or when testing patients. Figure 2 shows the conventional coordinate system. The coordinate origin is the moment of measuring IOP for some of the 12 areas occurring every 30 ∘ . It means that the measurements were performed for 0 ∘ , 30 ∘ , 60 ∘ , 90 ∘ , and so forth. The adopted values and the analysis step result from simplification of analyses and measurement accuracy limitations (of the parameter and tonometer). The accuracy enables us to carry out a meaningful and repeatable measurement of the correlation for the same blood pulsation frequency. For 6 measurements performed for a single patient, the discrepancy in blood pulsation frequency was not more than 4%. The determined value of the blood pulsation phase was referred to as the feature (6) . From a practical point of view, it is important to indicate the correlation between the feature (6) and the other features (from (1) to (5)). The correlation V ( ) was measured using the formula below where is the number of the measurement for one subject ( ∈ (1, 6)), V is the subject number (V ∈ (1, 10)), and is the feature number ( ∈ (1, 5)); that is,
Correlation between the Blood Pulsation Phase and
where V ( ) is correlation for th feature and Vth subject for ∈ (1, 5), ,V ( ) is th feature of the Vth subject of the th measurement, and is the total number of measurements.
The natural phase shift in blood pulsation between the heart, the index finger (the measurement point), and the eye depends on the distance and subject's anatomical features. For the analysed data, correlation is determined according to formula (1) for subsequent, artificially added, phase shifts of the feature ,V ( ). The results of changes in correlation for the artificially added phase shifts are shown in Figure 3 . The values of phase shift for which the correlation V ( ) reaches the maximum and minimum values are given in Table 3 for the feature (5) ( = 5). Further calculations were performed under the assumption of the null hypothesis Ho that there is a statistical relationship between the features (1) to (5) and (6) and under the assumption of the alternative hypothesis 1 that this relationship does not exist. The calculated correlation for all the analysed subjects indicates statistical significance ( < 0.05 for Student'sdistribution) only for the feature (5). Therefore, there is a significant correlation between the intraocular pressure and heartbeat phase (between the features (5) and (6)). For the measured group of subjects, this correlation is high (it is in the range from 0.48 to 0.99; the measurement for V = 6 was considered a thick error and rejected) and its mean value is 0.78 ± 0.19 (see Table 3 ). The results presented in Table 3 for the features (5) and (6) are extremely important in practice. Low values of mean std of changes in the features from 
Discussion
The impact of blood pulsation and its phases on measurements performed in medicine is known primarily from electrocardiogram (ECG). A lot of interesting publications have been written in this area [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the first one [16] related to continuous cuffless blood pressure estimation using the pulse transit time and photoplethysmogram intensity ratio, the authors presented an algorithm which was validated on 27 healthy subjects with continuous Finapres blood pressure as a reference. The results showed that the mean std for the estimated systolic, diastolic, and mean blood pressure with the proposed method against reference was −0.37 and 5.21 mmHg, −0.08 and 4.06 mmHg, and −0.18 and 4.13 mmHg, and the mean absolute differences were 4.09 mmHg, 3.18 mmHg, and 3.18 mmHg, respectively. In the next work [20] , the authors referred to the pulse transit time as a predictor of the efficacy of a celiac plexus block in patients suffering from chronic intractable abdominal pain. A celiac plexus block was successful in 9 out of 12 cases; the pulse transit time of the success group was 6.84 ± 5.04% versus 0.72 ± 0.78% in the failure group ( = 0.021). In turn, in work [14] , the pulse transit time was calculated for each ECG R-wave and the corresponding steepest upstroke slope in the photoplethysmogram and was transformed to a continuous blood pressure estimate using multipoint nonlinear regression calibration based on the individual subject's sphygmomanometer readings. Bland-Altman limits of agreement between pulse transit time-derived systolic blood pressure estimates and sphygmomanometer values were −24.7 to 24.1 mmHg and between Portapres and sphygmomanometer systolic blood pressure values were −42.0 to 70.1 mmHg. For beat-to-beat systolic blood pressure estimation during exercise, pulse transmit measurement combined with multipoint nonlinear regression calibration based on intermittent sphygmomanometry can constitute an alternative to volume clamp devices. In work [17] , the authors showed that the PTTbased blood pressure estimation may not be accurate enough since the regulation of blood pressure within the human body is a complex, multivariate physiological process. Taking into consideration the negative feedback mechanism in the blood pressure control, the authors introduced the heart rate (HR) and the blood pressure estimate in the previous step to obtain the current estimate. They validated this method by using the clinical database. Authors' results show that the pulse transit time, HR, and previous estimate reduce the estimated error significantly when compared to the conventional pulse transit time estimation approach ( < 0.05). There are also other interesting solutions relating to, for example, a wearable vital signs monitor at the ear [18] , measuring short-term blood pressure variability: a comparison with the Finometer [23] , comparison of ubiquitous blood pressure monitoring via pulse transit time [25] , and others [12, 15, 19, 21] . Decision trees [26] or a new measurement system BioWatch described in work [13] were also used in the beat-to-beat and phase shift analysis. However, the authors of the above-mentioned publications did not make any reference to the analysis of the impact of blood pulsation phase on measurements in ophthalmology, in particular, measurements that are carried out using small and also relatively affordable devices (such as Corvis).
In the group of publications devoted to image analysis and processing, there are a lot of interesting works on ophthalmology, starting with those on the biomechanics of the eye associated with the Corvis tonometer [27] [28] [29] [30] , which show the effect of keratoconus, glaucoma, or diabetes on the results obtained, and ending with those on the analysis and processing of corneal edge images [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , which examine various methods of edge detection and measurement of additional biomechanical parameters. One of the few approaches to analysis of blood pulsation presented in the literature and related to the eye concerns the measurement of pupil size changes resulting from blood pulsation [36] . However, none of the presented methods of both image analysis and analysis of results takes into account the impact of blood Journal of Ophthalmology 7 pulsation on the obtained results of biomechanics of the eye (including IOP), which is presented in this paper. It should be emphasized that the presented image analysis and processing methods are one possible solution to this problem. There are also approaches described in the literature which are based on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , computational intelligence systems [42] [43] [44] , or fuzzy algorithms, used in other fields of life (for other applications).
Blood pulsation in ophthalmology is generally known (for other devices than Corvis) and its influence on measurement results is still under examination. It should be specifically noted that the impact of parameter changes on the results obtained is of high clinical importance. In the case of the impact of blood pulsation or the effect of other parameters (such as patient positioning during examination), different measurement results are obtained (in this case IOP). The so-called sensitivity to changing parameters enables us to clarify and define medical procedures. It indicates to what extent a given parameter may distort the result. Moreover, it indicates how the parameters such as patient positioning, head position, or, as in the discussed case, blood pulsation affect (quantitatively) the results. According to the authors, these procedures should be carried out for each medical device. Usefulness and reliability of such procedures should be verified both with ophthalmologists and with technicians operating the devices used in ophthalmology. Therefore, the issues described in this paper are current and important for both engineering and practical diagnostic usefulness in everyday work of ophthalmologists.
Conclusions
The study confirmed the correlation between the heartbeat phase and IOP measurement result. This correlation is high and amounts to 0.69 ± 0.26 ( < 0.05). The phase shift for the analysed cases (after 6 measurements per subject using the pulse oximeter placed on the index finger of the left hand) is 60 ± 40 ∘ ( < 0.05) for the maximum correlation. In the range of minimum and maximum correlation values, the mean std of IOP changes is even ±2.31 mmHg ( < 0.3). It should be noted that the sources of errors include alternating rhythm (pulse) of the heart. For the performed measurements, heart rate variability was in the range of 4% (typically 84 beats/minute). Therefore, it was at the level of other errors resulting from the finite image resolution and algorithm errors (range of ±1 pixel when detecting the corneal contour during its deformation). In summary, the paper (1) proposes a reproducible and fully automated method for measuring the features based on the sequence of images obtained from the Corvis tonometer;
(2) indicates which features are dependent on the blood pulsation phase, in particular feature (5); (3) confirms the dependence of IOP on the blood pulsation phase for the Corvis tonometer; (4) shows the reproducibility of the method for the discussed subjects.
The authors in subsequent works intend to carry out further studies on the impact of heartbeat rate changes or the anatomy of patients on the results of IOP and repeatability of measurements. In particular, the relationship between individual anatomical characteristics of patients and the obtained phase shift values will be explored. The presence of correlation between the heartbeat phase and IOP confirmed in this study led the authors to propose a system for connecting heartbeat phase measurement with triggering the measurement in the Corvis tonometer. In its current form, the heartbeat measurement is carried out using a CCD camera which is placed on the forehead support of the Corvis tonometer. The camera records changes in absorption of red radiation by red blood cells in the capillaries. The camera complements the modified system for measuring intraocular pressure patented by the author [37] . Currently, the method is being tested at the Beijing Institute of Ophthalmology, Beijing Tongren Hospital in China.
